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Abstract
Background:Improving the accuracy of relative stopping power (RSP) in proton
therapy may allow reducing range margins.Proton computed tomography (pCT)
has been shown to provide state-of -the-art RSP accuracy estimation, and vari-
ous scanner prototypes have recently been built.The different approaches used
in scanner design are expected to impact spatial resolution and RSP accuracy.
Purpose:The goal of this study was to perform the first direct comparison, in
terms of spatial resolution and RSP accuracy, of two pCT prototype scanners
installed at the same facility and by using the same image reconstruction algo-
rithm.
Methods:A phantom containing cylindrical inserts of known RSP was scanned
at the phase-II pCT prototype of the U.S. pCT collaboration and at the com-
mercially oriented ProtonVDA scanner.Following distance-driven binning filtered
backprojection reconstruction, the radial edge spread function of high-density
inserts was used to estimate the spatial resolution. RSP accuracy was eval-
uated by the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) over the inserts. No direct
imaging dose estimation was possible, which prevented a comparison of the
two scanners in terms of RSP noise.
Results:In terms of RSP accuracy, both scanners achieved the same MAPE
of 0.72% when excluding the porous sinus insert from the evaluation. The Pro-
tonVDA scanner reached a better overall MAPE when all inserts and the body
of the phantom were accounted for (0.81%), compared to the phase-II scan-
ner (1.14%). The spatial resolution with the phase-II scanner was found to be
0.61 lp/mm, while for the ProtonVDA scanner somewhat lower at 0.46 lp/mm.
Conclusions:The comparison between two prototype pCT scanners operated
in the same clinical facility showed that they both fulfill the requirement of an
RSP accuracy of about 1%. Their spatial resolution performance reflects the
different design choices of either a scanner with full tracking capabilities (phase-
II) or of a more compact tracker system, which only provides the positions of
protons but not their directions (ProtonVDA).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Radiation therapy with external proton beams offers the
potential for highly conformal dose distributions with the
possibility of healthy tissue sparing. The point where
protons stop in the patient is dependent on the stop-
ping power of the tissue they traverse. This is com-
monly expressed as relative to water and denoted as
relative stopping power (RSP).An accurate three dimen-
sional (3D) patient RSP image in treatment position
is needed for accurate proton dose calculation. Errors
in the 3D patient RSP image will cause proton range
prediction errors, thus introducing range uncertainties
that entail the use of safety margins.1 Currently, RSP
images are obtained by converting X-ray linear attenua-
tion coefficients, acquired with single energy X-ray com-
puted tomography (CT) imaging. This is often based on
a stoichiometric calibration,2 which leads to institution-
specific margin recipes, for example, 3.5% plus 1 mm at
the Massachusetts General Hospital or similar recipes
at other proton centers.1,3

Besides CT imaging for treatment planning, the use
of volumetric image guidance for proton therapy is
becoming well established.4 Beyond patient position-
ing, there is a need for adaptive replanning based on
accurate RSP estimation in 3D, when the patient is in
treatment position at isocenter, which allows reduced
planning margins. The leading example for improved
RSP estimation is dual-energy X-ray CT (DECT), which
after undergoing extensive phantom5–14 and animal tis-
sue validation,15–19 has seen clinical implementation for
treatment planning,20–22 and which is now appearing in
treatment rooms, but requires the patient to be moved
away from isocenter for verification.23

An alternative is to use the proton beam itself for
imaging and to acquire aproton CT (pCT) scan of the
patient on the treatment table. While X-ray interac-
tions are sparse, multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS)
of protons means that straight-path approximations
in the reconstruction algorithm lead to poor spatial
resolution.24 A curved path approximating the true pro-
ton path can be estimated from measurements of the
location of each proton before and after the object, and
can be refined with information about the direction of
the proton, inferred from two locations separated by air
or materials with a low scattering power. The RSP line
integrals are evaluated along these curved paths,25 and
thus, a pCT scanner equipped with tracking modules
and an energy detector allows the use of proton tracking
information in image reconstruction. pCT reconstruction
algorithms account for curved paths, either using itera-
tive reconstruction26–28 or filtered-backprojection.29–31

Several prototype pCT scanners have been pre-
sented in the literature,32–38 and an early simulation
study suggested that pCT may provide competitive
ideal RSP accuracy compared to DECT.39 Many of
these scanners have been used to image phantoms,

and experimental RSP accuracy is reported better
than 1.6%,37 1.4%,40 or 0.74%,38 and was shown to be
equivalent to state-of -the-art DECT in a comparison
using known RSP tissue mimicking phantoms41 with a
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 0.6%.Since
various proton tracking pCT prototypes are in the early
development stage, it is yet unclear what the optimal
system design is. Two of the most advanced scanners
currently in operation are the pCT collaboration’s phase-
II scanner35 and the commercially oriented ProtonVDA
(pVDA) scanner.42–44 The phase-II scanner features
silicon-strip tracking modules registering both the loca-
tion and direction of protons before and after the object,
and a five-stage energy detector. The pVDA scanner
uses scintillating fibers tracking modules, which register
only position with initial direction vectors derived from
the beam geometry, and a single-stage energy detector
requiring variation of the proton beam energy. Given
the differences in particle tracking and energy detection
between the scanners,and since they are both available
at the Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center,
this study aimed at performing the first comparison of
two particle tracking pCT scanner prototypes.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

To compare the performance of the new commercial
pVDA system against the well-studied phase-II scan-
ner in terms of spatial resolution and RSP accuracy, we
scanned a phantom of known RSP with both systems. In
order to focus on the hardware differences between the
two scanners, preconditioning of the data before image
reconstruction and the reconstruction algorithm were
the same for both scanners. Details about the scanners,
the data processing, the reconstruction algorithm, and
the scanned object are given in the subsequent sections.

2.1 Phase-II prototype scanner

The phase-II scanner34 is depicted in Figure 1, left
panel, and was designed by the pCT collaboration
(at the Baylor University, Loma Linda University, and
the University of California at Santa Cruz). The particle
tracking system consists of two tracking modules,35 one
before and one after the object, measuring position and
direction information,as well as a scintillating detector45

measuring the residual energy.
Each of the two tracking modules35 consists of two

tracking planes separated by 50 mm, each measuring
the coordinates of every incoming proton. Using the
two position measurements and the direction vector,
the most likely path (MLP) can be estimated.25 Coordi-
nates are determined as hit locations of two adjacent
planes of single-sided silicon strip detectors with lateral
and vertical strip orientation, respectively, to provide
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F IGURE 1 (Left) Phase-II scanner with various parts of the system indicated (taken from Reference 48 - © Institute of Physics and
Engineering in Medicine. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved). (Right) Photo of the pVDA scanner with its main
parts labeled

two-dimensional coordinate measurements. Laterally,
each tracking plane consists of four modules that are
glued together, resulting in an insensitive gap of 0.6 mm.

The energy detector45 consists of five longitudinal
segments of UPS-923A46 (RSP = 1.038), which are
individually wrapped in reflective material and coupled to
a photomultiplier.Each segment is referred to as a stage
and their longitudinal depth is 51 mm. Each incident
proton can produce up to five readings in the analog-
digital-converters (ADCs) of the photo–multipliers. The
segmented design with five stages was chosen to mini-
mize water-equivalent path length (WEPL) noise and to
make it almost independent of the scanned object.

The scanner has been shown to produce a near
100% detection efficiency for count rates up to 1 MHz
with homogeneous proton fluence.35 For operation
of the scanner with scanned pencil beams, the local
count rate increases and a pileup-free operation was
demonstrated for count rates up to 400 kHz.47,48 For the
purpose of this study, a 200 MeV broad proton beam
was utilized with the phase-II scanner. More details
about the beam characteristics are given in Section 2.6

2.2 pVDA scanner

The second pCT scanner under investigation is the
prototype43 of ProtonVDA LLC (Naperville, IL, USA)
depicted in Figure 1, right panel. Its more compact
design is intended for future clinical use. The system
has two tracking modules,one upstream and one down-
stream the scanned object. Unlike the phase-II scanner,
these tracking modules only consist of a single tracking
plane and no direction information is acquired directly.

Tracking is realized through scintillating fibers. Each
tracking module consists of two layers of fibers, one
oriented horizontally and one vertically to provide two-
dimensional coordinate measurements.The system can
only be operated with scanned pencil beams due to the

multiplexing of the tracking fibers: multiple nonadjacent
fibers are connected to one of many photomultipliers
and an exact and unambiguous location is determined
using the approximate location of the pencil beam.

The energy detector is realized as a 130 mm thick
monolithic scintillator block.The scintillation light is mea-
sured by 16 individual photomultipliers, which are dis-
tributed laterally across the surface of the detector. Due
to the limited depth of the sensor, only thin objects can
be scanned with a single proton energy. To scan thicker
objects, scans of several incident proton energies are
combined, rejecting protons that stopped in the object
or completely penetrated the scintillator. The system
is designed for count rates of up to 10 MHz;43 in this
experiment, it was operated reliably at count rates of
1 − 2 MHz.

2.3 Data processing of the phase-II
scanner

The data processing steps of the phase-II scanner,
before data conditioning for reconstruction and image
reconstruction itself, have been described by Schultze
et al.49 The acquired data from the tracking detector
and the energy detector are converted to coordinates
in the reference system of the trackers and WEPL
values for proton histories that are not rejected for
various reasons, for example, incomplete tracking data
or suspected pileup events.

To generate WEPL measurements from the ADC
readout, the phase-II scanner makes use of an elab-
orate calibration procedure based on data from a
double-wedged polystyrene phantom (RSP= 1.03)
complemented by one to four rectangular polystyrene
blocks.50 A detailed description of the calibration proce-
dure is given in several previous publications, including
Bashkirov et al.,45 Piersimoni et al.,50 Dedes et al.,51

and Schultze et al.49
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The calibration runs cover the complete WEPL
range of the detector. They are used to establish two-
dimensional histograms binned by WEPL and energy
deposit to the stopping stage. The stopping stage is
defined as the furthest stage where the energy deposit
exceeded a certain threshold (usually 1 MeV) and the
WEPL can be inferred from the tracking information
and the geometry of the calibration phantom. From this
histogram, for each energy deposit, the most frequent
WEPL is found, which allows establishing an energy-to-
WEPL calibration curve for each of the five stages of
the energy detector. These calibration curves are then
applied to subsequent imaging runs to convert the ADC
measurements of an unknown object to WEPL values.
Finally, the WEPL values are combined with the four
coordinate measurements in the tracker and yield the
proton-by-proton WEPL, upstream/downstream posi-
tion, and upstream/downstream direction information
used in the reconstruction algorithm, as described by
Schultze et al.49

During this particular experiment,noise on the energy
detector data was slightly elevated compared to past
scans. This effect was manifested as increased RSP
artifacts compared to what was previously observed41

for the energy threshold of 1 MeV to select the stopping
stage. To reduce the ring artifacts, which intersect the
inserts and affect the RSP accuracy, the stage threshold
was varied from 1.5 to 3 MeV in 0.25 MeV steps, in addi-
tion to the default threshold value. The optimal thresh-
old value was found to be 1.5 MeV, yielding images with
ring artifacts of comparable amplitude to what was pre-
viously reported in the published literature.41

2.4 Data processing of the pVDA
scanner

The pVDA scanner is calibrated without the use of a
dedicated phantom and instead utilizes multiple acquisi-
tions at different incident beam energies.The calibration
procedure converts the photomultiplier signals to resid-
ual proton range in WEPL. Protons are delivered at 44
energies ranging from 100.8 to 164.7 MeV, with their
range reduced by a 6.5 cm water-equivalent material
uniform absorber, covering proton ranges between
1.25 and 12 cm. 1.25 cm is roughly the minimum pro-
ton range needed to traverse the preceding detector
material, enter the scintillator, and produce a signal just
above the noise threshold.Each incident energy smaller
than the maximum energy corresponds to a reduction
in range and produces energy deposits approximately
proportional to the equivalent WEPL in the energy
detector. Via this calibration procedure, for each of the
44 proton beam energies, the corresponding WEPL in
the detector is mapped to the ADC number produced
by the detector. The exact procedure, including the
correction of the spatial dependence of the signal with

TABLE 1 WEPL sampling for the pVDA scanner

Energy
(MeV)

WEPL
(mm)

WEPL for
reconstruction (mm)

118 0–90 0–90

160 50–125 50–125

187 100–200 125–200

Note: The first column indicates the energies used. The second column lists
the WEPL interval covered by each energy. The third column shows the WEPL
range finally used for reconstruction,after removing the overlap between the two
higher energies.

respect to the locations of the energy deposit and
the photomultiplier, is described in detail in DeJongh
et al.43

Since the system’s energy detector is too thin to
cover the desired WEPL range directly, data from mul-
tiple energies are merged. The calibration needs to be
performed only once, since calibrated WEPLs can be
shifted by the difference in range of a lower incident
energy. For the imaging runs presented in this work,
three incident energies (118 , 160, and 187 MeV) were
acquired throughout the field of view, which resulted in
an increased imaging dose,but could be avoided in case
prior knowledge of the scanned object is available.52

Each of the beam energies covered a specific WEPL
range in the object scanned in this experiment, with
some overlapping WEPLs between them, as indicated
in Table 1. The first overlap region extends from approx-
imately 50 to about 90 mm and is covered by 118
and 160 MeV beams, respectively. The second overlap
region spans 100 – 125 mm and was sampled by 160
and 187 MeV beams. For that particular dataset, it was
found that using protons from 187 MeV beam together
with protons from the other beams for sampling the
same WEPL regions caused considerable ring-shaped
image artifacts. Therefore, the use of 187 MeV was
reduced to the bare minimum, namely, for WEPLs larger
than 125 mm. With this filtration, the number of protons
available for reconstruction was reduced by 38% com-
pared to the initial dataset.

The proton angle at the front tracker is determined
from the location of the proton hit and the distance
from the steering magnets in the beamline.43 The rear
tracker angle is determined by an MLP calculation.
During that procedure, the most likely combination
of exit position from the object and exit angle, given
the upstream tracker position, upstream angle, and
downstream tracker position, is estimated on a proton-
by-proton basis.

2.5 Phantom

The analyses performed in this work were based on
scans of a custom-built phantom with known RSP
and geometry shown in Figure 2. The phantom’s body
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F IGURE 2 (Left) Photo of the cylindrical phantom made of plastic body and containing eight plastic tissue equivalent inserts. (Right)
Drawing of the phantom with the inserts labeled. It should be noted that the labels of the enamel and dentin inserts as seen in the photograph
have been mistakenly swapped in the manufacturing process. The correct positions are shown in the drawing

consists of blue wax with an RSP of 0.980. It is 40 mm
thick and has a diameter of 180 mm. It contains eight
inserts made of tissue-equivalent plastic materials,
each with a diameter of 18 mm and thickness of 40 mm,
listed in Figure 2. The reference RSP (RSPref) of
each insert was determined in another study42 using a
multilayer ionization chamber.

2.6 Datasets

The phase-II scanner data of the cylindrical phantom
were acquired at the Northwestern Medicine Chicago
Proton center using a 200 MeV wobbled beam of
approximately 1.7 cm size (1 𝜎 at isocenter). The acqui-
sition was obtained in a continuous rotation mode,which
means that the phantom was rotating throughout the
beam-on time and the data were later on split into
360 projections, each one covering an arc of 1o, using
the timestamp of each proton and the known rotation
speed (1 rpm) of the stage. The scan time was approx-
imately 5 min, during which about 3.6 × 108 protons
were acquired at a 1 MHz rate.From the 360 projections,
90 projections at 4o steps were kept and used in the
reconstruction. This choice was made in order to have
the same number of projections and at the same angu-
lar steps as in the pVDA dataset, which was acquired
in a step-and-shoot mode. The data were processed
with a calibration curve obtained on the same day with
the same beam characteristics as the imaging run. After
cuts, in the processing of the raw data, the mean proton
fluence in the object was 30 protons∕mm2 per projec-
tion. As described in Section 2.3, the energy detector
stage threshold was optimized to suppress image arti-
facts. Prior to reconstruction, the data were binned in
2 mm × 2 mm sized-pixels at the front tracker and 3-𝜎
cuts were applied on the angle and WEPL distribution in
each pixel.

The pVDA scanner data of the same phantom were
acquired in the same facility in a step-and-shoot mode
(90 projections at 4o angular steps),by scanning a 0.4 −
0.8 cm size (energy dependent and quantified as 1 𝜎

at isocenter) pencil beam over an area large enough to
cover the phantom. Three incident energies ( 118 , 160,
and 187 MeV) were utilized to sample the WEPL range
of the phantom taking into account the limited thickness
of the energy detector. The beam-on time, considering
all three energies, was approximately 90 s, during which
about 108 protons were acquired at a rate between
1 and 2 MHz. This does not account for the overhead
time for rotating the phantom between two projections
(phantom rotation has been automated after that experi-
ment).Additionally,about 10–20 s were needed for beam
energy switching. The three incident energies combined
covered a WEPL range from 0 to approximately 200 mm
(as shown in Table 1). To avoid inadequate WEPL sam-
pling, the WEPL interval covered by each energy over-
laps with that covered by another energy. The extent
of this overlap was tuned to provide the best possible
image quality, as previously described in Section 2.4.
After the initial processing and merging, a mean flu-
ence in the object of approximately 20 protons∕mm2

per projection was forwarded to the reconstruction.Sim-
ilarly to the procedure followed for the phase-II scan-
ner, prior to reconstruction, the data were binned in
2 mm × 2 mm sized-pixels at the front tracker and 3-𝜎
cuts were applied on their angular and WEPL distribu-
tion in each pixel.

2.7 Reconstruction algorithm

Following the processing of the raw scanner data and
the filtering on angle and WEPL, the volumetric RSP
images were reconstructed using a dedicated filtered
backprojection algorithm. A detailed description of the
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concept of the algorithm is given in Rit et al.29 To account
for the curved proton trajectories due to MCS, the path
of every proton is estimated by an MLP formulation.25

The MLP estimate is based on the position and direction
information from the tracker in the case of the phase-II
scanner, and on the positions from the tracker and the
angles deduced in the processing of the data in the case
of the pVDA scanner.

The proton-by-proton data were binned in projection
images with 1 mm × 1 mm pixels for use with the RSP
accuracy analysis and with 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm pixels in
the case of the spatial resolution determination.The pro-
jections were then filtered and backprojected. In the last
step, the pCT images were reconstructed as RSP maps
in a grid of 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm for RSP analysis
or 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm × 1 mm for spatial resolution. The
reconstruction was applied to both scanner datasets
without change of parameters.

2.8 RSP accuracy and spatial
resolution

The RSP accuracy (percent RSP error) was quantified
separately in each insert. A circular region-of -interest
(ROI) with a radius of 7 mm (80% of the insert radius to
avoid insert boundaries) was applied around the insert
centers and the mean reconstructed RSP (RSPmean) in
each ROI was calculated. The RSP accuracy (RSPacc)
was then defined as:

RSPacc =
RSPmean−RSPref

RSPref
⋅ 100%, (1)

where RSPref denotes the reference RSP of each insert.
The uncertainty of the RSPacc per insert is derived from
the uncertainty on the RSPref and from the uncertainty
on the RSPmean, making use of error propagation. The
former was defined as the uncertainty from a 0.1 mm
error in the sample thickness estimation during the mul-
tilayer ionization chamber measurement. The latter was
based on the standard error of the mean (SEM), calcu-
lated over the values of N voxels in the ROI:

SEM =
𝜎rec√

N
, (2)

where 𝜎rec is the standard deviation of the reconstructed
RSP values of the N voxels in the ROI.

In addition to the RSP for each insert, the MAPE
achieved for each scanner for that particular phantom
was also calculated as:

MAPE =

∑n
i=1

||RSPacc,i
||

n
, (3)

where n is the total number of inserts and RSPacc,i is
the percent error for every insert i as calculated from

Equation (1). The uncertainty on the MAPE was calcu-
lated via an error propagation based on the individual
insert accuracy.

The spatial resolution was evaluated by calculating
the modulation transfer function (MTF) from the radial
edge-spread function (ESF)53 of the three inserts with
the highest RSP (enamel, cortical bone, and dentin).
After taking the average of 20 slices to reduce noise in
the images and determining the insert centers using a
threshold followed by a center of mass calculation, we
followed the approach of Krah et al.54 and Khellaf et al.31

and modeled the ESF as an error function with param-
eters A, 𝜇, 𝜎, and C.

ESF = A ⋅
1
2

[
1 + erf

(
r − 𝜇√

2𝜎

)]
+ C, (4)

where r is the distance of the sampled points to the
insert center. Using the parameters obtained by the fit
of the ESF to the inserts, the frequency of the MTF at
the 10% level, used here as the metric for spatial reso-
lution, is then given by:

fMTF10%
=

√
ln 10

2
⋅

1

𝜋𝜎
. (5)

The uncertainty on the fMTF10%
is estimated by propagat-

ing the uncertainty on 𝜎 from the fit described in Equa-
tions (4) and (5).

3 RESULTS

3.1 RSP accuracy and spatial
resolution

For the comparison of the performance of the two scan-
ners, the RSPacc and spatial resolution evaluations were
applied on the pCT images (Figure 3a for phase-II
and Figure 3b for pVDA scanners, respectively). Ring-
shaped artifacts are present in both images and to
some extent, affect the quantified RSPacc. The differ-
ence image in Figure 3c shows that artifacts did not
appear at the same location in both images. A slight
residual misalignment is the cause of large differences
at the edges of some inserts. Undersampling streak
artifacts are also observed in images from both scan-
ners, and are attributed to the limited number of pro-
jections (90) used. We confirmed that for the phase-II
scanner, these vanish when 360 projections are used
(not shown). The RSPacc results are listed in Table 2-
phase-II and Table 3-pVDA.

In the case of the phase-II scanner (Table 2), the
RSPacc varied from −0.29% for the brain insert up to
−4.5% for the sinus. Except for the sinus, the enamel
insert (−1.03%), and the phantom body (−1.33%), the
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F IGURE 3 Reconstructed RSP images with 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm pixel size from (a) the phase-II and (b) the pVDA scanner. The average of 20
central slices was taken to reduce noise and the images are shown with an RSP level of 1.0 and window of 1.5. In (c), the difference (b)–(a) is
shown with an RSP level of 0 and window of 0.4

TABLE 2 Results of the RSP analysis for the phase-II scanner data

Insert RSPref RSPmean RSPacc/%
ROI
size/voxels

Cortical bone 1.555± 0.004 1.543± 0.0006 –0.77±0.25 3120

Trabecular bone 1.100± 0.003 1.095± 0.0006 –0.45±0.25 3060

Spinal disc 1.070± 0.003 1.066± 0.0005 –0.37±0.25 3080

Enamel 1.755± 0.004 1.737± 0.0005 –1.03±0.25 3060

Dentin 1.495± 0.004 1.481± 0.0006 –0.94±0.25 3020

Sinus 0.200± 0.005 0.191± 0.0005 –4.50±0.35 3040

Phantom body 0.980± 0.002 0.967± 0.0001 –1.33±0.25 46 100

Spinal cord 1.040± 0.003 1.034± 0.0005 –0.58±0.25 3060

Brain 1.040± 0.003 1.037± 0.0005 –0.29±0.25 3100

MAPE (all values) 1.14±0.09

MAPE (w/o body) 1.12±0.09

MAPE (w/o sinus) 0.72±0.09

MAPE (w/o body and sinus) 0.63±0.10

Note: The table lists for each insert the RSPref , the RSPmean, the RSPacc, and the size of the ROI in voxels. For different subsets of inserts, the MAPE is also listed.
The uncertainty on each value was obtained as explained in Section 2.8.

RSPacc was better than 1%. The MAPE over all inserts
and the phantom body for the phase-II scanner image
was 1.14%. Excluding the phantom body, the MAPE
marginally improved to 1.12%. Excluding the sinus, the
MAPE reached 0.72%. Finally, excluding both the sinus
and the body of the phantom from the RSPacc quantifi-
cation yielded a MAPE of 0.63%.

For the pVDA scanner (Table 3), the RSPacc varied
from 0.1% for the spinal cord and brain inserts up to
−2.4% for the phantom body. Except for the body of the
phantom, the only other insert for which the RSPacc was
worse than 1% was the sinus with −1.5%. The MAPE
over all inserts and the phantom body was 0.81%.When
excluding the phantom body, the MAPE improved to
0.61%. Excluding the sinus, the MAPE reached 0.72%.
When excluding both the sinus and the body of the
phantom, the MAPE became 0.48%. The RSPacc per

insert and the MAPE are displayed in Figure 4 for
both scanners.

The spatial resolution as estimated by the radial edge
profile of the three higher RSP inserts –enamel, corti-
cal bone, and dentin– for both scanners is reported in
Table 4. The phase-II scanner yields a spatial resolu-
tion of 0.59–0.62lp/mm, while the analysis for the pVDA
scanner resulted in a slightly lower spatial resolution of
0.44–0.48lp/mm.

4 DISCUSSION

The scope of this study was to compare, in terms of
RSPacc and spatial resolution, two pCT scanners of dif-
ferent design available for testing in the same clinical
facility. The data were collected for the same object on
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TABLE 3 Results of the RSP analysis for the pVDA scanner data

Insert RSPref RSPmean RSPacc/%
ROI
size/voxels

Cortical bone 1.555±0.004 1.569±0.001 0.90±0.26 3060

Trabecular bone 1.100±0.003 1.103±0.001 0.27±0.27 3100

Spinal disc 1.070±0.003 1.073±0.001 0.28±0.28 3100

Enamel 1.755±0.004 1.771±0.001 0.91±0.26 3120

Dentin 1.495±0.004 1.507±0.001 0.80±0.27 3120

Sinus 0.200±0.005 0.197±0.001 –1.50±0.65 3120

Phantom body 0.980±0.002 0.957±0.001 –2.40±0.29 448 860

Spinal cord 1.040±0.003 1.041±0.001 0.10±0.28 3060

Brain 1.040±0.003 1.041±0.001 0.10±0.28 3080

MAPE (all values) 0.81±0.11

MAPE (w/o body) 0.61±0.12

MAPE (w/o sinus) 0.72±0.10

MAPE (w/o body and sinus) 0.48±0.10

Note: The table lists for each insert the RSPref , the RSPmean, the RSPacc, and the size of the ROI in voxels. For different subsets of inserts, the MAPE is also listed.
The uncertainty on each value was obtained as explained in Section 2.8.

F IGURE 4 RSP accuracy comparison between the phase-II and
the pVDA scanners. Each point represents an RSPacc value in %
from Tables 2 and 3, with the corresponding uncertainty depicted as
the error bar. The shaded area signifies the ±1% accuracy range. The
dashed and the dotted-dashed lines indicate the MAPE for each
scanner, when accounting for all inserts and the body of the phantom

TABLE 4 fMTF10
results for the three highest RSP inserts of the

phase-II and pVDA scanners

f phase−II
MTF10

Insert (lp∕mm) f pVDA
MTF10

Cortical bone 0.61 (0.02) 0.47 (0.02)

Dentin 0.62 (0.02) 0.44 (0.02)

Enamel 0.59 (0.01) 0.48 (0.02)

Mean 0.61 (0.01) 0.46 (0.01)

The values and their uncertainties in brackets were obtained as described in
Section 2.8.

different days, albeit using different proton beam deliv-
ery methods for the two scanners, namely, a wobbled
beam for the phase-II scanner and a pencil beam for
the pVDA scanner.

No direct imaging dose estimation was possible,
which prevented a comparison of the two scanners in
terms of RSP noise. This limitation was due to lack of
information on the total number of protons delivered by
the beamline, which has to be operated in low-fluence
mode for both scanners.The fluence is below the thresh-
old where beam diagnostics function well. The number
of protons registered by each scanner correlates to
dose, but does not reflect lost protons due to nuclear
interactions, pile up, or other detector inefficiencies.

As it may be noticed in Figure 3, the pVDA image
appears noisier. This is also confirmed by the RSPmean
uncertainty per insert shown in Tables 2 and 3 (a factor
of 1.7–2 higher for the pVDA scanner), and can be only
partially explained by the higher mean proton fluence in
the case of the phase-II scanner. Nevertheless, several
effects would have to be considered before drawing
conclusions about a fluence-based noise comparison.
One is the different detector design that could lead to dif-
ferent WEPL or detected energy resolution. This implies
that, even for the same mean fluence, different noise
levels could be expected for each scanner. Another
important aspect is that the pVDA image is composed
of scans with three different energies (in general, the
lower the energy, the higher the energy straggling into
the object). This would have to be considered in any
estimation of the noise, and the noise in the pVDA
three-energy image might even have a different spatial
distribution compared to a pVDA single-energy image.
Thus, with the data at our disposal, a comparison based
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only on the mean fluence would be inconclusive and
the topic certainly deserves a separate investigation.

By design, the pVDA scanner cannot use a sin-
gle proton energy to cover the WEPL dynamic range
required for large objects. Therefore, three different
scan energies ( 118 ,160, and 187 MeV) were used and
assembled into a single dataset. It was observed that
the overlap of the two higher energies resulted in strong
ring artifacts present in the RSP image. The optimal
RSP image from this dataset was obtained by removing
the overlap between the two highest energies and
keeping only the WEPLs sampled from the 160 MeV
beam in the region between 100 − 125 mm. The origin
of the problematic overlap between the two higher
energies remains unclear, and the solution adopted in
this manuscript might be applicable and valid for this
particular dataset only. In a recent work published by
DeJongh and DeJongh,55 images of the same phantom
reconstructed with an iterative reconstruction algorithm
show only very faint RSP artifacts, but a more con-
clusive investigation would require comparison of the
two algorithms and quantification of the RSP artifacts
versus spatial resolution, especially in the case of high
values of the relaxation parameter 𝜆.

For the phase-II scanner, the overall MAPE was
slightly above 1% (1.14 ± 0.09%), while for the pVDA
scanner, it was 0.81 ± 0.11%. The quantified RSPacc of
the phase-II scanner was strongly affected by the very
large relative error of the sinus insert (−4.50 ± 0.35%).
For the pVDA scanner, the RSPacc of that insert was
also the worst among all inserts (−1.5 ± 0.65%), but still
closer to the desired ±1%. When excluding the sinus
insert from the analysis, the MAPE for both scanners
was 0.72%. It is worth noting that the absolute RSP
error |RSPmean − RSPref| on the sinus insert is not gen-
erally higher than that of other inserts. For the phase-II
scanner, the sinus absolute RSP error is 0.009,while the
average absolute RSP error of all inserts is also 0.009
and ranging from 0.003 to 0.018. Similarly, for the pVDA
scanner, the sinus absolute RSP error is 0.003, while
the average absolute RSP error of all inserts is 0.008
and ranging from 0.001 to 0.023. Furthermore, protons
traversing the sinus insert do not have significantly differ-
ent WEPL compared to protons crossing other inserts,
as the majority of the proton path is traveled across the
body of the phantom. Therefore, the WEPL measure-
ment error of protons traversing the sinus insert and
other inserts is comparable. Thus, the very large rela-
tive error of the sinus insert is caused by its small ref-
erence RSP, which is the mean value of the air and
the trabecular material of the sinus composite. It is con-
ceivable that the systematically lower RSP values mea-
sured by both scanners in the case of the sinus insert
can be caused by the mean distance traveled in the
air component being larger than that traveled in the
denser material due to preferentially larger scattering
out of the denser material. The next worse RSPacc for

both scanners was found to be that of the phantom
body, with −1.33 ± 0.25% and −2.40 ± 0.29%, respec-
tively.This is to some extent expected as,unlike the small
ROIs used for the inserts, the large area in which the
body of the phantom RSPacc was quantified contains
most of the observed ring artifacts. For example, quan-
tifying the phantom body RSP in an ROI as large as
for the insert at the center of the phantom yielded an
accuracy of −0.1% and 1.63% for the phase-II and the
pVDA scanners, respectively. When the same sized ROI
was moved to a radial distance similar to that of the
other inserts, the RSPacc was −0.92% and −0.1% for the
phase-II and the pVDA scanners, respectively. Remov-
ing the body of the phantom from the MAPE analysis
improves the phase-II scanner accuracy only marginally,
from 1.14% to 1.12%, again because it is dominated by
the difference in the sinus insert. On the other hand,
for the pVDA, the MAPE without the phantom body
improves from 0.81% to 0.61%. Finally, a more selective
RSP quantification, which excludes both the phantom
body and the sinus, yields for both scanners equivalent
MAPE of 0.63 ± 0.10% and 0.48 ± 0.10%.That MAPE of
the phase-II scanner (without sinus and phantom body)
agrees well with the result from41 (0.55%), which was
obtained from a set of inserts from a different phantom,
but covering a similar RSP range and making use of the
same reconstruction algorithm.29

For both scanners, the spatial resolution obtained
from this phantom was within the range expected for
pCT systems. For the phase-II scanner, it varied from
0.59 to 0.62 lp∕mm. This result is in good agreement
with what was reported by Plautz et al.56 In that work,
two quantities where the spatial resolution was quan-
tified were used to define the location in a phantom.
These were the circle’s minimum chord intersecting the
insert and the smallest distance of the insert from the
surface of the phantom. For the phantom used in our
study, these values were 130 −150 mm in WEPL and
about 20 −30 mm, respectively. For the pVDA scanner,
the spatial resolution was found to be lower, ranging
from 0.44 to 0.48 lp∕mm. This can be explained by the
fact that the phase-II scanner implements a full track-
ing capability at the cost of a less compact detector
scheme, while the pVDA scanner comprises a more
compact tracker design for future clinical use. Further-
more, the lower energies used with the pVDA scanner
also affect the scattering power of protons, which is
expected to impact spatial resolution.

To test this hypothesis, we made use of the formalism
published in Krah et al.54 to estimate the relative loss
of resolution expected from removing downstream
position measurements for the phase-II scanner. This
led to a decrease of resolution by a factor 1.5, which is
in reasonable agreement with the decrease by a factor
1.2 to 1.4 observed for the inserts of Table 4. It is thus
likely that the use of position-only trackers downstream,
where directions cannot be approximated by the vector
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from the source to the position registered by the tracker
(as opposed to the upstream tracker), contributes
chiefly to the lower spatial resolution of the pVDA scan-
ner. Approximating the pVDA scanner by the phase-II
scanner without downstream directions should be valid
since both scanners have a distance of approximately
16 cm between trackers and the isocenter.

Whether the difference in spatial resolution affects
dosimetric and range prediction accuracy when pCT
is used for treatment planning remains to be investi-
gated. Finally, the spatial resolution was evaluated at
inserts located at relatively large radii. For more cen-
tral inserts, where MCS has an increased role, the dif-
ference between the two scanners may be reduced and
dominated by the accuracy of the MLP.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The comparison of the phase-II and pVDA particle
tracking pCT scanners showed that they provide similar
RSPacc (both a MAPE of 0.72%) when excluding the
porous sinus insert;when including it, the phase-II scan-
ner performed slightly worse than the pVDA (1.14%
vs. 0.81%, respectively). Spatial resolution estimated
by three high-density cylindrical inserts was found to
be 0.61 lp∕mm for the phase-II scanner and slightly
lower,at 0.46 lp∕mm, for the pVDA scanner.Their spatial
resolution performance reflects the different hardware
design choices, with the more compact pVDA tracker,
which does not provide directions, leading to a slightly
lower spatial resolution. The clinical significance of
these findings remains to be studied.
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